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OSCILLATIONS OF SOLUTIONS TO PARABOLIC

EQUATIONS WITH DEVIATING ARGUMENTS

SATOSHI TANAKA AND NORIO YOSHIDA

Abstract. N r b lon mear para o ic equations with deviating arguments arc studied and sufficient
cond1t10ns are derived for every solution of boundary value problems to be oscillatory in a
cylindrical domam. Two kinds of boundary conditions are considered. Our approach is to
reduce the mult· ·1-d1rnens10nal problem to a one-dimensional problem for differential inequalities
of neutral type

1. :U:ntroduction

We sh泅 be concerned with the forced oscillations of the parabolic equation with
deviating arguments

釒(u(x,t) +t江）u(x 巧 (t))) - a(t)ilu(x, t) - 言b;(t)ilu(x, p; (t))

+c(x, t, (u(x, O"i(t)))?,訌）= J (x, t), 位 ，t) E 0 三 G x (0, oo), (1)

where G is a bounded domain of町 with piecewise smooth boundary 8G and .6. is the
Laplacian in蔚 We assume throughout this paper that:

(Hi) hi(t) E C1([0,oo);[O,oo)) (i = 1,2, ... ,f), ri(t) E C1([0,oo); 脹勺 (i = 1, 2, . . . , f.) ,
O"i(t) E C([O, oo); JR勺 (i = 1, 2, ... , m), lim 巧 (t) = oo, lim (Ji(t) = oo;

l-tCXl t-too

(H2) a(t),bi(t)EC([O,oo);[O,oo))(i = 1,2, ... ,k), Pi(t)EC([O,oo);IR1)(i = 1,2, ... ,k),
t~~Pi(t) = oo, f (x, t) E C(豆 配 ）；

(H3) c(x, t, (句 點 ）E C(TI X JRm; 距 ），

c(x, t, (釘農訌＞立 i(t;)<pi伍 ）in f2 X (0, oo)叭
i=l
T1L

c(x, t, (c;i)已）5 辶叫伊 (<;i) in f2 X (-oo, O)m,
i=l
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where (0, oo)i = (0, oo) x (0, oo)i一 1, (-oo, O)i = (-oo, 0) x (-oo, O)i-l (j = 1, 2, ... , m),
Pi(t) E C([O,oo);[O,oo))(i = 1,2, ... ,m),'Pi(() EC(闕叭 (i = 1, 2, ... , m), 屮式一( ) =
一 'Pi(O,'Pi(t) > 0 for t > 0, and 切佰）is nondecreasing and convex m (0, oo).

We consider two kinds of boundary conditions:

u= 心 on 8G x (0, oo),
御
"'"av +µu= 嘉 on fJGx(O,oo),

(131)

(B2)

where 心，厙 E C(8G x (0, oo), 軒 ），µE C(8G x (0, oo); (0, oo)) and v denotes the unit
exterior normal vector to fJG.

There h邸 been much current interest in studying the oscillations of parabolic equa
tions with deviating arguments. We refer the reader to [1-5, 7, 10-13] for parabolic
equations (or systems) without forcing term, and to (8, 9, 14-16] for the forced oscil
lations. In·particular, the ca..c:;e where the coefficients 比 (t) are positive in (0, oo) was
considered in the papers (4, 9-11].

By a solution of the boundary value problems (1), (Bi) (i = 1, 2) we mean a function
u(x, t) E C2(G X [Li, oo); 軒 ）n心 (G x [L1, oo); lR.1)nC(百 X [T一1, oo); 配 ）which satisfies
(1), (Di) (i=l,2), where

户=min { iE{茫k} {霨心},o},

辶=min { iE{i擊~.,£}{ !翦 巧(t户 ｝，

T_l = iE{l罡严 ，m} {詆O'i(t)}

A solution 11, of the boundary value problems (1), (Bi) (i=l,2) is said to be oscillatory in
n if 11, has a zero in G x (t, oo) for any t > 0.

In this paper we derive sufficient conditions for every solution of the boundary value
problems (1), (Bi) (i=l,2) to be oscillatory. In Section 2 we reduce the multi-dimensional
oscillation problem to a one-dimensional problems for neutral differential inequalities.
Various sufficient conditions are given in Section 3 that a neutral differential inequality
has no eventually positive solution. In Section 1 we establish the oscillation results for
the boundary value problems for (1), (Bi) (i=l,2) by combining the results obtained in
Sections 2 and 3.

2. Reduction to a One-dimensional Problem

The object of this section is to reduce the boundary value problems (1), (Bi) (i=l,2)
to neutral differential inequalities with deviating arguments.

It is known that the first eigenva虹e >.1 of the eivenvalue probl_em

-~w = >.w in G,
w = 0 on 8G
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is positive and the corresponding eigenfunction <I>(x) may be chosen so that <I>(x) > 0 in
G.

The following notation will be used:
-1

F(t) =丨~f(x, t)<I>(x)d:r; ·(l <I>(x)dx) ,

w(t) = ha 心 (x, t)竺 (X) dS·(l <I> (x) dx) - l ,

F(t)
1

＝回 J f(x, t)dx,
G

祠 ＝嘉 ／ 嘉(x, t)dS,
aa

where !GI= fa dx.

Theorem 1. Assume that (Hi)-(H3) hold. If the differential inequalities

羞 (y(t) +t h;(t)y(r;(t))) + ,\1a(t)y(t) + ,\1 t b;(t)y(p;(t))

m

+ I:Pi(t貼（氫 (t))) ::; 士G(t) (I土）
i=]

have no eventnally positive solutions, then every solution u of the problem (1), (B1) is
osc-illatory in O, where

k

G(t) = F(t) - a(t)'1i(t) - L bi(t)IIJ(pi(t))
i=l

Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is a nonoscillatory solution u(x, t) of the
problem (1), (Il1), that is, there exists a number t0 > 0 such that u(x, t) has no zero in
Gx [to, oo). We may assume that u(x, t) > 0 in Gx [to, oo) since the case where u(x, t) < O
can be treated similarly. The hypotheses (H日 and (H2) imply that u(x, ri(t)) > 0
(i = 1,2, ... ,£), u(x,pi(t)) > 0 (i = 1,2, ... ,k), u(x,ai(t)) > 0 (i = 1,2, ... ,m) in
G x [ti, oo) for some lt 2 柘 Multiplying (1) by 疝 ）(.f~<I>(x)dx)-1, integrating over G
and using the hypothesis (H斗 we obtain

卫 (U(t) 十言 h,(t)U(巧 (t))) - a(t)L~f llu(x, t)'P(x)dx
G

k

＿苫 矼 ）L<1> l Llu(x, Pi(t))<I>(x)dx

m

丐Pi(t)L<I> J <pi(u(x, ai(t)))<I>(x)dx < F t , t > t1, (2)
G

＿ （） ＿
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where 屆=u~J疝 ）dx)-1 and

U(t) = L令丨 u(x, t)<I>(x)dx
G

It follows from Green's formula that

L<t>丨flu(X, t) <l>位）dx = -w(t) - ,\1 U(t), t~t1
G

Analogously we obtain

(3)

Lw丨~u(x,pi(t))<I>(x)dx = -w(pi(t)) - .\1U(pi(t)), t~t1. (4)
G

Application of Jensen's inequality shows that

I心丨 'Pi(u(x, <Ji(t)))<I>(x)dx 2虯U(<Ji(t))), t 2 苟 ．
G

Combining (2)-(5) yields

(5)

羞 (uu)+t 九 (t)U(巧 (t))) 十矼 (t)U(t) + 入1立 ，(t) u(p, (t))
i=l i=l

rn

+LPi(t)<pi(U(ai(t)))~G(t), t 乏 t1.
i=l

Hence, U (t) is an eventually positive solution of (I+). This is a contradiction and the
proof is complete.

Theorem 2. Assume that (H訌－（比 ）hold. If the differential inequalities

羞 (y(t) +~h;(t)y(巧(t))) 十立 ,(t)<p,(y(o-,(t))) <: 士G(t)
, ：：：： i=l

(!±)

have no eventually positive solutions, then every solution u of the problem (1), (B2) is
oscillatory in O, where

k

G(t) =面t) + a(t潼 (t) + L bi(t潼 (Pi (t))
i=l

Proof. The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1 and hence will be omitted
(cf. [3, 16)).
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3. Neutral Differential Inequalities

In this section we consider the neutral differential inequalities of the form

羞 (y(t) 十立 h,(t)y(r,(t))) 十立 ,(t厄 (y(u,(t))) S q(t), t c'. 柘 ，
i=l i=l

(6)

where t0 is some positive number. We assume throughout this section that:

(H4) Pi(t) E C([to, oo); [O, oo)) (i = 1, 2, ... , m), 品 (0 EC(闕叭 (i=l,2, ... ,m),
(pi (-~) = -(pi 化 ），(pi (() > 0 for (> 0召{h (() is nondecreasing in (0, oo) and q (t) E
C([to, oo); 紀 ）．

\Ve derive sufficient conditions for no solution of (6) to be eventually positive.

Theorem 3. Assume that (H1) and (H4) hold, and that the following hypotheses
hold:

(Hs) L hi(t) ::S 1, 巧 (t) 2: t (i = 1, 2, .. . , £) ;
i=l

(H6) there exi.sts a function Q (t) E C鬥 ［柘 ，co); 艮勺such thatQ (t) is not eventually positive
and Q'(t) 2: q(t).

Assume, moreover, that

f P1(s)~1 ([ (1-t. 九 ("1 (s))) [Q(u1 (sJl]- + H("; (s))]J ds = oo

for some j E {l, 2, ... , m}, where

[Q(t)]±=max{土Q(t), O},

＇H(t) = Q(t) -L江）Q(Ti (t)).
i=l

Then (6) has no eventually positive solution.

Proof. Suppose that y(t) is an eventually positive solution of (6). The hypothesis
(H1) implies that there exists a number t1~ 柘 such that y(t) > 0, y(巧 (t)) > 0 (i =
1, 2, ... , R.) and y(ai(t)) > 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , rn) for t 乏打 We let

f.

z(t) = y(t) 十辶 矼 t)y(巧 (t)) - Q(t).
i=l

(7)
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It follows from (6) and (H6) that

z'(t)~-pj(t)(pj(y(uj(t)))~0, t~t1. (8)

Therefore, z(t) is eventually positive or eventually nonpositive. If z(t) is eventually
nonpositive, then Q(t) is eventually positive by (7). This contradicts the hypothesis
(H6)- Hence, we must have z(t) > 0 in [t2, oo) for some t2 乏 ti. Since z(t) > -Q(t) for
t~ 几 we find that z(t) > [Q(t)J- fort 2'. t2. In view of the inequality y(t)~z(t) + Q(t)
and the fact that z(t) is nonincrea.':ling, we observe that

y(t)=z(t) - 芷 比(t)y(巧 (t)) + (J(t)
i=l

£

2'.z(t)- 芷 hi (t) [z(巧 (t)) + Q(巧 (t))] + Q(t)
i=l
£

土 －芝hi (t)) z (t) + H (t)
i=l

£

2: (1 - 芷叫t)) [Q(t)J- + H(t), t 2: t2.
i=l

Since y(t) > 0 for t~ 几 we have

y(t) :0, [ (I一立 t)) [Q(t)]- + H(t)l , t 乏 t,
i=l 十

Since 巧 (t) 乏 t2 in [t3, oo) for some t3~t2 and 令(( ) is nondecrc函ng ,we see from (8)
that

z'(t) + P;(t)ij5; ( 柏－户 傌(t))) [Q的 (t))]_ + H(uj(t))L) <; 0, t:,. t,

fotegrating the above inequality over [t3, t] yields

l Pi(s)ij5; ([ (I 一習 h;的 (s)))[Q的 (s))]- +H(u;(t))L)ds

~-z(t) + z(杯）~z(t3), t~t3.

This contradicts the hypothesis and the proof is complete.

Theorem 4. Assume that (Hi), (H4) and (H5) hold. Assume, moreover, that

1~四悶fjt q(s)ds < oo,

「P;(:;尼 ([I[q](a;(s))]-)ds = oo
t。

(9)
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for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}, where
右 (t)

I[q](t) = iE{鬥芸~-.£}1 q(s)ds

Then (6) has no eventually positive solution.

Proof. Let y(t) be an eventually positive solution of the differential inequality (6).
Then y(t) > 0, y(巧 (t)) > 0 (i = 1,2, ... ,£) and y(ai(t)) > 0 (i = 1,2, ... ,m) in [t1,oo)
for some t1~t0. There is a function r*(t) for which

y(r*(t)) = max y(ri(t)).
珥1,2, ... ,l}

Integration of (6) over [t, r* (t)] yields

I[q](t)~「·ct) q(s)ds

乏 y(r*(t)) 十辶 垕 r*(t;))y(ri(r*(t))) -y(t) - 瓦叫t)y(Ti (t))
i=l

:C:y(r'(t)) - y(t) - (t, h,(t)) y(r'(t))

i=l

乏 -y(t), t 2: t1.

Since ::(t) > 0 in [t1,oo), we have y(t) 2: [I[q](t)]- in [t1,oo). We see from (6) that

羞 (y(t) 十立 hi(t)y(巧 (t))) + Pi(t)面 ([l[q]的 (t))J--)::; q(t), t 2: t2
i=l

for some t2 2:: t1. An integration of the above inequality over (t2, t] implies that

It Pj(S尼 ([I[q]仞 (s))]-)ds~ft q(s)ds + c, t 乏 朽，
t2 拉

e
where c = y(朽）十 严 hi伍 ）y(巧 (t2)). Hence,

i=l

12= Pj(s尼 ([I[q](CJj(s))J-)ds::; lii巴悶f1: q(s)ds + c < oo

This contradicts the hypothesis and completes the proof.

Remark 1. Suppose that the hypothesis (H6) holds. Since lim inf尸 oo Q(t) :S 0, we
obtain

I\巴翌fJ,。q(s)ds <'. I~門悶f1: Q'(s)ds = Ii,'!悶fQ(t) - Q(to) <'. -Q(to) < oo.
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Hence, (9) holds. Conversely, let (9) hold. Setting

Q(t) = {凡q(s)ds, a < 0,
fto q(s)ds - a - l, 0 :s; a< oo,

t
where n = I~四 ；；；f.~。q(s)ds, we see th乩 Q'(t) = q(t) and Q(t) is not eventually positive,
and therefore (II6) holds. Hence, the hypothesis (II6) holds if and only if (9) holds.

Remark 2. In the case hi(t) = 0 (i = 1, 2, ... , £), we see that

[(1-t.h,傌 (s))) [Q(o-;(s))J- + H(o-;(s))] 十= [Q(o-;(s))l+·

Hence, Theorem 3 is a generalization of the result of Yoshida [17, Theorem 2].
We assume that the following hypothesis (H7) holds:

(H刃 hK. (t) > 0 and ,K. (t) is strictly increasing for some ,.,, E { 1, 2, ... , f_}.
We introduce the following notation:

亢 (t) = { ,;;I (t), i = K,,

,;;1(,i(t)), i-:/= K,

t元 (t) = , ,、1(rTi(t)) (i = 1,2, ... ,m),

元 (t) = {三二 i = K.,

h 丘 r~.rn\\'i -:/= K,,

where ,;;1 (t) is the inverse function of'"'(t). Let y(t) be an eventually positive solution
of the differential inequality (6). We set w(t) = 加(t)y(,K.(t)). Then we find that w(t) is
an eventually positive solution of the differential inequality

羞 (w(t)+t瓦 (t)w(亢 (t))) 十立 ,(t)ip,固(a, (t))w(瓦 (t))) S q(t). (10)
i=l i=l

Therefore, if the differential inequality (10) has no eventually positive solution, then the
differential inequality (6) l函 also no eventually positive solution. By the same arguments
as were used in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, we can obtain the following two theorems.

Theorem 5. Assume that (H訌 ，(H4), (H6) and (H1) hold, and that the following
hypothesis (H8) holds:

e
叩 ）辶 瓦(t) :S 1, 氕 (t) 2 t (i = 1, 2, ... , £).

i=l
Assume, moreover, that

f P;(s)qij (h,(o-;(s))[(1-t,元 （酊 (s)))[Q(酊 (s))J- +H例 (s))L)ds = oo
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for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}, where

e
万(t) = Q(t) - 芷瓦(t)Q(亢 (t))

i=l

Then (6) has no eventually positive solution.

Theorem 6. Assume that (Hi), (H4), ( 比 ），（比 ）and (9) hold, Assume, moreover,

that 1,= p上尼 （元 (u; (s)) [l[q](酊 (s))]_)ds = oo

for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}, where

I[q](t) = iE{i~f~.,R.}『t) q(s)ds

Then (6) has no eventually positive solution.

Remark 3. If (Hs) holds, then we see that~圄~1, and 行 (t) ::; tin the case of
i=l

P, = 1.

4. Oscillation of Parabolic Equations

In this section we obtain sufficient conditions for every solution u of the problems (1),
(Bi) (i = 1, 2) to be oscillatory in n.

Theorem 7. Assume that ( 比 ）－（比 ）and (Hs) hold, and that the following hypothesis
（比 ）holds:

(Hg) there exists a function Q (t) E C1 ([to, oo); 艮勺 .mch that Q(t) is oscillatory and
Q'(t) = G(t).

Assume, moreover, that any one of the following cond山ons holds:

ds = oo;f a(s)[ (1一户 (s))[Q(s)]干 士 H(si

ds = oof b;(s) [ (1-言 h;仍 (s))) [Q(p1(s))]干 士 H(p;(s))l +

阮 some j E { l, 2, ... , k};

(11)1= p,(s)屮，([(1-户 仞(s))) [Q(o-; (s))]干 土 H(o-;(s))]+)ds = oo
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for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}. Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B1) is oscillatory
inn.

Proof. Theorem 3 implies that the differential inequalities (I±) have no eventually
positive solutions. Hence, the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.

By combining Theorem 1 with Theorems 4-6, we obtain the following results.

Theorern 8. Assume that (H訌-(H3) and (Ih) hold, and that

lim sup /t G(s)ds > —oo,
t-+oo O

liminf丨t G(s)ds < oo.
t-+oo 。

(12)

(13)

Assume, moreover, that any one of the following conditions holds:

「a(s)[I[士G](s)]_ds = oo;
。

「朽(s) [I[士G](Pi (s))]_ds = oo for some j E {1, 2, ... , k};
。

100 Pi(s瓦 ([I[士G](aj(s))]-)ds = oo for some j E {1,2, ... ,k}. (14)

Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B1) is oscillatory inn

Theorem 9. Assume that (H卟(H卟 (H卟 (Hg) hold. Assume, moreover, that any
one of the following conditions holds:

C a(s)瓦 (s)[(1 一辶 瓦（亢 {s)) [Q(亢 (s))]干士万（亢 (s)) ds = oo;
i=l

）

f 切 (s)瓦 (pj{s)J[(1- 竺 瓦（瓦 (s)))[Q(瓦 (s))]干士万（瓦 (!)~/s = oo

阮 somej E {1,2, ... ,k}, where 瓦 (t) = T;;1切 (t));

f P;(s)<p; (瓦(u;(s)) [ (1 - t.瓦（酊 (s)))[Q(酊 (., ) ) l干士万傌 (s))]J ds = oo {15)

for some j E { 1, 2, ... , m}. Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B 1) is oscillatory
inn.

Theorem 10. Assume that (H卟(H:ci), ( 比 ），(H吐 (12) and (13) hold_ Assume,
moreover, that any one of the following conditions holds.-

「a(s)hK,(s)[眶G](亢 (s))] __ ds = oo;
。
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「朽(s)元 (Pj(s))[姸G](pj(s))]-ds = oo for some j E {1, 2, ... , k };
,0「Pj(s)<pj(几 (aj(s))[烜G](酊 (s))]-)ds = oo for some j E {1, 2, ... , k}.

,0

Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B1) is oscillatory inn.
Theorem 2 combined with Theorems 3-6 yields the following theorems.

Theorem 11. Assume that (Hi), (H3) and (H5) hold, and that the following hypoth
esis (I-Iio) holds:

(H10) there exists a function Q(t) E C1([0, oo);紀）such that Q(t) is oscillatory and
Q'(t) =啟t).

Assume, moreover, that (11) holds for some j E {1, 2, ... ,m}. Then every solution u of
the problem (1), (B2) is oscillatory in n.

Theorem 12. Assume that (H卟(H3) and (H5) hold, and that

limsup丨氙s)ds > -oo,
t-too o

liminfft啟s)ds < oo.
t-too 。

(16)

(17)

Assume, moreover, that

1= Pi(s)t.pj ([I[士句 (<Ti (s)) ]-) ds = oo

for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}. Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B2) is oscillatory
inn.

Theorem 13. Assume that (Hi)-(比 ），(Hr), (Hs) and (H10) hold. Assume, moreover,
that (15) holds for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}. Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B2)
is oscillatory in n.

moreover, that
'I'lheol!'em 14. Assume that (H卟(H3), (H1), ( 坦 ）， (16) and (17) hold. Assume,

［ 叫伍 （瓦(aj(s))廿［士面 （酊 (s)) J-) ds = oo (18)

for some j E {1, 2, ... , m}. Then every solution u of the problem (1), (B2) is oscillatory
inn.

Example 1. Let us consider the problem

羞 (u位 ，t) +~u(x, t + 21r)) - Uxx位 ，t) - Uxx位 ，t-~可
r-

+.'.:u(x, t - !
2 2 1r) = sinxsint, (x,t) E (0,1r) x (O,oo), (19)

u(O, t) = u(1r, t) = 0, t > 0. (20)
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Here n = 1, G = (0, n), f = k = m = 1, 柘 (t) = t, r1 (t) = t + 2n, a(t) = 1, b1 (t) = 1,
P1(t)=t- 籽 ，u1(t) = t- 耘 ，P1(t) = !, <p1(~) =~'f(,) Itx t = sin x sin t. , 1s easily seen
that >..1 = 1, <I>(x) = sinx, \JT(t) = 0 and F(t) = G(t) = in sin t. Theorems 8-10 are not
applicable to the problem (19),(20). The hypotheses (H凸(H3) and (H5) are fulfilled,
and Q(t) 三 -!ncost satisfies hypothesis (H9). An ea..5y calculation shows that (11)
holds, and therefore the hypotheses of Theorem 7 are satisfied. Hence, every solution u
of the problem (19), (20) is oscillatory in (0, n) x (0, oo). Indeed, u = sin x sin t is such a
solution.

Example 2. Let us consider the problem

嘉 (u(x, t) + u(x, t 十司）- Uxx(x, t) - Uxx(x, t - ;n)

1+u(x,t- -n) = sinxsint, (x,t) E (O,n) x (O,oo)
2

(21)

with the boundary condition (20). Here n = l, G = (0, 司 ，f = k = m = l, 柘 (t) = 1,
T1(t) = t + 1r, a(t) = 1, b1(t) = 1, Pl (t) = t - !兀 a1(t) = t - !1r, P1(t) = l, cp1(() = (,
J(x, t) = sin x sin t. It is easy to check that G(t) = !1r sin t. Theorems 7,9 and 10 do not
apply to the problem (20), (21). The hypotheses (H卟(H3)_ and (H5) arc fulfilled. We
easily see that (12)-(14) hold. Therefore, Theorem 8 implies that every solution u of the
problem (20), (21) is oscillatory in (0,司 x (0, oo). One such solution is u = sin x sin t.

Example 3. We consider the problem

a 3訊u(x, t) + 2u(x, t - 21r)) - Uxx(x, t) - Uxx(x, t - 21r)

1 . 7f
+4u(x, t - -)

2
7f = cos X sm t, (X't) E (0 -) X (0, 00))'2

(22)

7f
-ux(O, t) = 0, Ux仁 t) = - sin t, t > 0.2'

(23)

Here n = l, G = (0, 差），f = k = m = l, 柘 (t) = 2, T1 (t) = t - 鉫 ，a(t) = l, b1 (t) = 1,
p1 (t) = t - !1r, a1 (t) = t - !1r, p1 (t) = 4, <p1 (() = (, J(x, t) = cos x sin { It is readily
verified that 亟 (t) =弓 sin t, 面t) =釒sin t, G(t) = - 釒cost. Theorems 11, 12 and 14
are not applicable to the problem (22), (23). The hypotheses (H卟 （比 ），（比 ）and (H討
are fulfilled, and Q (t) = - 钅sin t satisfies (H10). An easy computation shows that (15)
holds. From Theorem 13 it follows that every solution u of the problem (22), (23) is
oscillatory in (0, ~) x (0, oo). In fact, there exists an oscillatory solution u = cos x sin t.

Example 4. We consider the problem

嘉 (u(x, t) + u(x, t - 可- Uxx(x, t) - Uxx(x, t -~7r)

1 7r
+u(x, t - -rr) = cos x sin t, (x, t) E (0, -) x (0, oo)

2 2
(24)
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with the boundary condition (23). Here n = l, G = (0, 差)，£= k = m = 1, 柘 (t) = 1,
'T] (t) = t - 一 1r, a(t) = 1, 柘 (t) = 1, P1 (t) = t - !兀 CJ1 (t) = t - !兀 Pl (t) = 1,'Pl (E) = E,
f位 ，t) = cos :r, sin t. It is easily checked that G(t) = —i cost. The hypotheses (H1)-(H吐
(H刃 and (H討 are fulfilled. We easily observe that (16)-(18) hold. Applying Theorem 14,
we conclude that every solution u of the problem (23), (24) is oscillatory in (0, ~) x (0, oo)
For example, u = cos x sin t is such a solution.
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